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How Many Alfalfa Cubes Equal a Flake: Avoid Overfeeding Your Horse
August 4, 2022 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


All classes of horses' feeding regimens are built around forage. Numerous nutrients are included in fodder, and forage's fiber content is crucial for preserving the horse's digestive system's health. The normal feed sources for horses are pasture and hay, but when growing or harvesting factors restrict their accessibility, horse lovers must take other forage sources into … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Food & Treats Tagged With: alfalfa
Best Horse Trailer Tires For Sale: Ensuring Your Horse’s Safety
September 19, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Nobody wants to have a flat tire in the middle of a journey. It can be even more daunting when you get a flat tire on your horse trailer. Therefore, the most preferred method of dealing with a roadside emergency is to avoid it from happening. First, it is essential to know the basics of how to choose and maintain the best horse trailer tires for sale. It is also good to know … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Trailers Tagged With: tires
Best Horse Stall Fans For Your Barn: Keeping Your Horse Cool
September 11, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


During the summer the heat can be severe for both you and your horse. It is essential to have at least one of the best horse stall fans for your barn running to keep your horses cool. Depending upon the size of your barn or stable, you may need more than one fan. Also, apart from cooling down your horse, fans help keep proper airflow to minimize fumes and mold build-up in the … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Stable Supplies Tagged With: fans
Shear Excellence: Finding the Best Horse Clippers for Your Grooming Needs
September 8, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Every horse owner knows that proper grooming is a vital part of horse care. If you don't take the time to care for it, your horse's beautiful coat would not look as great and may even harbor parasites. Sure, you can have a professional groomer to trim your horse, but it's far cheaper to buy a set of the best horse clippers and do it yourself. Using a professional groomer can be … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Grooming & Bathing Supplies Tagged With: clippers
Royal King Saddle Reviews: Saddling Up in Style
August 31, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Royal King Saddles come in a variety of designs and sizes for use in various riding situations. The brand is known for its authentic leather saddles, quality trees, and intricate tooling in some saddles. Its saddles have a great design, with some featuring flexible trees, accents across the saddle, and quality stitching for durability. While some are a little heavier than … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Saddles Tagged With: royal king, saddle
Equioxx for Horses Dosage & Review: Ensuring Pain-Free Riding
August 19, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Equioxx for horses is an anti-inflammatory drug (non-steroidal), used in the control of pain and inflammation that occurs because of osteoarthritis in some horses. Equine osteoarthritis is a degenerative condition that affects the joints. With time, it results in the destruction of the articular cartilage. This is the thin layer of connective tissue that lines the ends of long … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: Equioxx, firocoxib
Royal King Barrel Saddle Review: Saddle Up for Success
August 16, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


The Royal King barrel saddle combines the tough image of the Wild West saddles with the premium cut and quality of many modern saddles to give you a rugged, yet durable and comfortable saddle for various riding conditions. The brand is known for saddle sizes that will fit most of the horses without slipping. Also, Royal King invests in quality stitching, straps, and buckle … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Saddles Tagged With: royal king
Prascend for Horses Dosage & Best Price
August 15, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Prascend for horses is the only medicine with the FDA approval for use in the treatment of pituitary pars intermedia dysfunction. This condition is also called equine Cushing’s disease. This condition is a complex progressive disease that affects the pituitary gland (at the base of the brain) and, in turn, affects how your horse produces hormones to regulate various body … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: cushings, drugs & medicine, pergolide, prascend
Fabtron Lady Saddle Review: Fabulous and Functional
August 8, 2020 by Julie Bradford 2 Comments
  


The Fabtron Lady Saddle is a lightweight and high-quality saddle made for durability and comfort. It features a leather seat and the signature Ralide tree with full quarter horse bars that will fit most horses. The saddle is expertly designed to enable the rider to get a close feel of the horse when riding. This saddle is a solid choice for anyone looking for high quality, easy … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Saddles Tagged With: fabtron
Wintec Western Saddle Review: Western Riding with Ease
August 6, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you looking for an unbiased Wintec western saddle review? Then you've come to the right place.The western saddle differs from the English saddle in that it is heavier, but its weight spreads across the back of the horse. However, you can get a lighter, synthetic saddle with the same feel and durability than western traditional leather saddles. Wintec Western saddles are … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Saddles Tagged With: wintec
Horse Digestive System Labeled Diagram: Horse Health 101
July 28, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Unlike cows, the horse digestive system is non-ruminant, which means that horses do not have multi-compartmented stomachs like cattle do. Rather, horse's have a simple stomach which works more like a human’s. They are also herbivores, which means that they live on a diet of plant-based material. Now let's take an in depth look at the entire equine digestive system.
Horse … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Uncategorized
TRM Calphormin Price And Review: Best Broodmare Supplement
May 3, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


A very common question that we get asked is what is the best broodmare supplement? While there are several good options on the market, we always recommend TRM Calphormin as our top choice. Read our review below to see why.TRM Calphormin Price And Review
Eleven months usually seems like an eternity when waiting for a new foal. From my own personal experience, as the due … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: vitamins & supplements
Best Horse Riding Jeans: Look and Feel Your Best While Riding
March 31, 2020 by Julie Bradford 2 Comments
  


Are you searching for the best horse riding jeans?When horseback riding, it is imperative to the wear best jeans that are both comfortable and durable. The saddle can be unforgiving with cheap jeans, and chaffing can ruin the experience.Thankfully, there are a lot of stylish, high-quality horse riding jeans on the market for men, women, and children. We will review a … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Clothing
Arabian Horse Price Range: What You Can Expect To Pay
March 27, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


If you have been thinking about purchasing an Arabian horse, you may have been wondering what is the Arabian horse price range. We will do our best to give you some general guidelines.Arab or Arabian horse is a horse breed that first came from the Arabian Peninsula. This breed is one of the oldest, dating back about 4,500 years. While they originated in the Middle East, … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Uncategorized
Best Horse Hoof Trimmers Reviews: Hoof Care Made Easy
March 26, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Anybody who has owned a horse knows that hoof trimming is no easy job. However, it can be made easier by using the best horse hoof trimmers on the market.For a lot of horse owners, trimming their horse's hooves is a major chore. If neglected, overgrown hooves can lead to lameness, making it difficult for the horse to walk. Then you'll end up needing to give your horse a … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Farrier Supplies Tagged With: trimmers
Best Stock Tank Heater: Ensure Your Horses Stay Hydrated All Winter Long
March 24, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you tired of your stock tank or horse trough freezing in the winter? We want to help you choose the best stock tank heater, so that you no longer have to deal with this annoying issue.If you rely on water troughs, water buckets, and stock tanks, then you no doubt understand the difficulty that they present when they freeze. So do your animals. Thankfully, there are … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Stable Supplies
Best Impact Gel Saddle Pad Reviews: The Secret to a Comfortable Ride
March 22, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you tired of having a sore butt or thighs after riding? In this article we are going to share with you our best impact gel saddle pad reviews.Horse competitions and modern horse riding in general are putting ever-increasing demands on horses and riders alike. The demand for increased performance has led to the creation of many new tack items that aim to improve and … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Tack Tagged With: saddle
Best Kids Paddock Boots For Beginners To Advanced Riders
February 18, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you searching for the best kids paddock boots for beginners or advanced riders?If you have a young horse rider in your family, you know the importance of protecting their little feet. Luckily, there are several very fashionable children's paddock boots available for sale. Whether you are looking for a new pair of girls paddock boots or boys paddock boots, there is sure … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Riding Boots Tagged With: kids
Best Electrolytes For Horses Help Avoid Dehydration
February 14, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you wondering what are the best electrolytes for horses?Just like humans, when a horse gets hot, it uses sweat as the primary means to cool itself from the effects of exercise and hot weather. In order to encourage a horse to drink more, thus helping to replace essential minerals lost from sweat, electrolytes can be supplemented.For a horse to maintain a proper body … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: vitamins & supplements
Top 6 Best Horse Splint Boots For Sale
February 6, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you looking for the best horse splint boots for sale?Splint boots, or sometimes called brushing boots or Athletic boots help to protect your horse's legs during daily exercise, by protecting the animal's lower leg in case one hoof or leg happens to strike the other leg. These boots are most common among horses who perform fast work, like jumping, doing heavy training, … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Boots & Wraps Tagged With: boots
Omeprazole For Horses Side Effects & Dosage
February 5, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you looking for omeprazole for horses side effects and omeprazole for horses dosage levels? Then read on as we discuss omeprazole and how it may help treat your horse's ulcer problems.Dealing with and treating (EGUS), equine gastric ulcer syndrome, often leaves horse owners with steep vet bills and more questions than answers.EGUS collectively refers to erosions or … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: drugs & medicine
Best Probiotic For Horses To Improve Or Restore Gut Health
February 3, 2020 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you wondering if probiotics are good for horses? Or what is the best probiotic for horses?Over the past several years, folks have become aware of the many important functions that gut flora and the biome plays in human and animal health. This has led to a surge in probiotic study and their use in supplement forms.The WHO defines probiotics as “live microorganisms, … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: vitamins & supplements
The Healing Power of Devil’s Claw for Horses: What You Need to Know
November 4, 2019 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Devil's Claw for horses is a natural herbal equine analgesic and anti-inflammatory typically used for reducing inflammation and relieving pain in equine joints. It has been shown to be a very effective replacement for bute (phenylbutazone) and cortisone, without having the negative side effects of those horse medicines.Uckele Devil's Claw Plus
is an antioxidant and … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: vitamins & supplements
LubriSyn For Horses: A New Era of Joint Care
November 4, 2019 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


LubriSyn for horses, or LubriSynHA, is an all-natural supplement made from hyaluronic acid which helps to soothe and protect joints of animals of all sizes.The hyaluronic acid which is found in LubriSynHA was manufactured to match exactly the joint fluid naturally found in the joints of horses, cats, dogs and other animals. In addition to being a lubricant, hyaluronic acid … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: vitamins & supplements
Best Rice Bran Oil For Horses For Weight Gain
October 17, 2019 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you wondering if rice bran oil is good for horses? Or what is the best rice bran oil for horses?Over the years, people have become aware of the many benefits adding fat, in particular oils, to the equine diet. For years there have been many oils available, such as maize, soybean, canola, and various blends. While they all contain similar omega essential fatty acids and … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: oils, rice bran, vitamins & supplements
Best Horse Tack Box: Equestrian Storage Solutions
September 21, 2019 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you looking for the best horse tack box for sale?All horse owners know that horseback riding requires quite a bit of different products, equipment and supplies. All of this gear is for both yourself and your horse. Horse lovers have a tendency to spoil their animals with lots of treats and goodies, so having a spacious horse tack box trunk is very helpful for keeping … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Stable Supplies Tagged With: tack box, tack trunk
Melissa & Doug Horse Stable Review
September 3, 2019 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you looking for all of the Melissa & Doug Horse Stable choices and accessories?If you are familiar with Melissa & Doug toys, then you already know that they make great quality products for children. They make everything from games, pretend play, to classic wooden toys, and their products promote children to use their imagination to it's fullest. This … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Toys & Games Tagged With: dolls & figurines, playsets
Our Generation Horse Stable: 18-inch Doll Equestrian Collection
September 2, 2019 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you looking for Our Generation Horse Stable and accessories?If you are familiar with Our Generation dolls, then you already know that they are not just another doll. Our Generation 18" doll represents a whole new category of playtime. With every OG doll comes a wide variety of accessories which inspire creativity and raise doll playtime to a whole new level. Each girl … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Toys & Games Tagged With: dolls & figurines, playsets
Best Horseback Riding Boots For Beginners
August 31, 2019 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you in search of the best horseback riding boots for beginners?Imagine your first time riding your own horse. An unbridled animal, full of energy, and ready to heed your command to come first to a gallop and then to a sprint. The rush is unlike any other you have ever felt before. Your body’s balance and coordination must come from the positioning of your feet. No … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Riding Boots Tagged With: boots
Best Horse Wormer & Deworming Schedule
August 24, 2019 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you looking for the best horse wormer and a proper horse deworming schedule?Picking the best horse wormer is not quite as simple as picking a dewormer for your dog. This is because it is recommended to rotate different dewormers for your horse depending upon the seasons. To find out why a horse wormer rotation is recommended, continue reading below. Of, if you just want … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: drugs & medicine, wormers
Best Calming Supplement For Horses With Anxiety
August 18, 2019 by Julie Bradford 2 Comments
  


Are you looking for the best calming supplement for horses?The best calming supplement for horses has the potential to sooth your horse's nerves if there is a stressful event coming up. Some horse calming supplements have the tendency to work better than others so you should test your supplement the day before your event. If you are using a horse calming supplement during a … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: vitamins & supplements
Best Joint Supplement for Horses: Which One to Choose for Your Equine Companion?
August 17, 2019 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you looking for the best joint supplement for horses?As our horses age, they can develop arthritis and other joint conditions which cause them to become lame. The good news is that there is help in the form of supplements.The best joint supplements for horses do work quite well. However, if you have experimented with a couple of different supplements, you have … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Health Supplies Tagged With: vitamins & supplements
Best Horse Trailer Camera System In 2023 For Keeping An Eye On Your Horses
August 13, 2019 by Julie Bradford Leave a Comment
  


Are you looking for the best horse trailer camera system?If you are a horse owner and you travel with your horses, then you know that you must take certain precautions to ensure the safety and comfort of your animals. The last thing you want is to arrive at your destination only to find one or more of your horses in some sort of distress. Thanks to modern technology, you … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Trailers Tagged With: camera





About Us
  



Hi! I’m Julie. My team and I are passionate about horses and love sharing everything we know and learn about them. We have decades of combined horse ownership between us. HorseGroomingSupplies.com is the ultimate resource for learning everything about caring for horses and equestrian sports.
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